How to pledgeme:
PledgeMe.Lend
The stuff you need to
know before you run a
PledgeMe.Lend Campaign
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Preamble
Kia ora,

Welcome to PledgeMe’s handy guide on crowdlending campaigns.
We’re really excited you are considering going out to your crowd for a loan. You’re definitely in
the right place. This guide will help explain the ins and outs of what you need to get ready, and
answer any manner of questions you may have.
PledgeMe is here to help. We’re pretty good at it, too.
We’ve already helped hundreds of PledgeMe.Projects and PledgeMe.Equity campaigns raise
millions of dollars in New Zealand.
We put that experience to work for you in CrowdfundingU, our crash course in running a
PledgeMe.Lend campaign. We’ll help you plan and provide feedback on effective pitches,
videos, and (almost) anything else you need to make your campaign awesome.
We don’t pick and choose who should run a campaign, we let the crowd decide.
So if you’re looking for a loan and have a business plan, financials, and — most importantly — a
crowd, then you’re in the right place.
PledgeMe’s platform helps you go out to your crowd to grow and meet your business goals.
Because we are regulated by the Financial Markets Authority we have a duty to understand your
offer (offer = what investment folk call a campaign) and understand your background.
Businesses of all sizes can benefit from borrowing and we’ll help you present your offer
professionally and transparently to potential lenders.
We hope you find our How to PledgeMe guide helpful and if you have any further questions
please get in touch.

Cheers,
Anna and the PledgeMe team
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What is it?

What is Crowdlending?
Crowdlending helps Kiwis fund the companies and organisations they care about. PledgeMe.
Lend helps organisations harness the power of their crowd and raise capital, without the
restrictions, burdens and smoke and mirrors of traditional borrowing. An organisation’s crowd
can lend it money and the organisation pays their crowd back with interest. Borrowers can
raise up to $2 million in a 12 month period1 through a licensed platform (like us). The space is
regulated by the Financial Markets Authority (FMA) via The Financial Markets Conduct Act 2014
which deals with this type of capital raising.

Is a loan from your
crowd for you?
If your organisation is looking to raise capital to grow and thrive then a crowdlending campaign
could be for you.
Any suitable organisation — from companies to co-ops, schools to societies — can go out to
their crowd of supporters, customers, and networks and ask them to lend some cash.
That loan needs to be for a concrete aim. It might be something as simple as a bridging loan
to cover costs or it might be something that will save you money in the long run like upgrading
your technology. A discrete bit of work you can clearly articulate to your crowd — what’s the
benefit to you, and how you’ll pay them back.
On that note, borrowing with PledgeMe.Lend will only work for organisations which have
an ability to show they will be able to pay back the loan to their crowd. Take yourself to our
Campaign Readiness Evaluation for Debt (CRED) to see if you’re ready to borrow.
Not to worry if you’re not ready. Take a look at running a project or equity crowdfunding
campaign with us instead. We’d be happy to chat with you about how you can use the different
PledgeMe options to reach your goals.

1

The $2 million cap applies as a total of lend and equity crowdfunding campaigns.
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To put it simply, you need to:
●● be a legal entity (a registered
company, charity, society or school)
●● want to do something cool (e.g. put
solar panels on the roof)
●● show an ability to repay the loan
(have some cashflow)
●● have a clear dollar figure for
the loan (how much do you
want to borrow?)
●● have a clear reason for the
loan (putting solar panels on
the roof allows us to reduce
electricity spend)

FEES
CrowdfundingU

$1,500 + GST

(See below for details)

(Paid before
campaign starts)

Success fee

4% of total
raised zero rated

Repayment fee

1%
(Paid by lenders)

Example:
For an organisation that borrows $100,000 through their crowd, they’ll pay:
• $1,500 upfront for our CrowdfundingU programme,
• $4,000 in success fees once they raise their goal
• Around $500 in credit card fees
• Lenders will pay a combined total of $1,000 throughout the life of the
loan as they are gradually repaid.
• The only ongoing fee that borrowers have throughout the life of the loan
is the interest to their lenders.

●●How does it work?
PledgeMe.Lend works pretty much the same way as PledgeMe.Projects or PledgeMe.Equity. You
create a campaign on PledgeMe which contains a video, a brief pitch, your business plan, and
financial forecasts. You set a funding goal and a deadline and when the campaign goes live you
go out to your crowd and ask them to pledge. If you meet your funding goal by the deadline you
receive the pledged money. You go out and do the things you said you’d do with the money,
start making repayments and everyone is happy.
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The important bits
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What is
CrowdfundingU?
While every company and organisation is different, there are a lot of common areas where
they need guidance and support.
With our skills and experience we’ve pulled together this six session programme to help
companies and organisations borrow from their crowd.
Whether you’re a company wanting to raise a million dollars and make a media splash or just
want to do a private friends & family round, CrowdfundingU can help ready your organisation
and more effectively communicate what you’re up to.
The programme focuses on the two key elements to a successful campaign: Preparing your
pitch to raise money, and preparing your crowd to invest.
We’ll give you a deeper understanding of crowdlending, an insight into identifying and
harnessing the power of your crowd and a couple of key ingredients to bake a successful
PledgeMe.Lend campaign.
The two hour sessions are designed to be part teaching/part doing, with weekly homework to
complete. By the end of the programme your organisation will feel ready to show New Zealand
(or just their family and friends) what you’re up to, and invite your crowd to invest.
The programme is registered under the Regional Business Partner network, so talk to your
local economic development agency, ask about their capability vouchers and have the cost
of CrowdfundingU shared between you and your agency!
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Setting interest rates
PledgeMe.Lend allows the borrower (you!) to set the interest rate. PledgeMe doesn’t dictate
what rate you should offer, it’s up to you to choose a rate which you believe is fair and will
attract your lenders.
Modern lending platforms have shown that greater involvement and control on the end
of the borrower creates ownership, responsibility, and ultimately better outcomes for you
and your crowd.
The first two things to consider when setting interest rates is your ability to pay it back and what
rate will attract lenders.
For most organisations this is going to lie somewhere between 8% and 15%, but depending on
your circumstance you can offer anywhere from 0% up.
Here is where things get complicated. Even our wordsmith had trouble making this easier to
understand, so hold tight and sing out if you need help to wrap your head around it.
Basically, because you pay interest based on the remaining principal amount and because you
pay off a bit of the principal each time you make a repayment, you pay less in interest every
time. We in the biz call that amortising, and here’s what it looks like over different repayment
rates over different times.
Here is an example of what happens on a loan with a 10% interest rate to lenders:

Actual average annual interest rate
that’ll be paid (as a % of initial loan)

Repayment
frequency

Length of the loan
1 year

2 years

2 years

4 years

5 years

Annually

10%

7.6%

6.9%

6.5%

6.4%

Semi-annually

7.6%

6.4%

6.1%

5.9%

5.9%

Quarterly

6.3%

5.8%

5.7%

5.6%

5.7%

Monthly

5.5%

5.4%

5.4%

5.1%

4.6%

Head over to the Plan section of this guide to find out more about choosing your interest rate.
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What’s the difference
between a secured and
an unsecured loan?
The majority of loans through PledgeMe.Lend will be unsecured, but you as a borrower have the
choice to secure your loan.
Securing your loan means you put up personal or business assets (collateral) to support your
loan. This reduces the risk of you not repaying. If you secure your loan and then default (fail
to repay), lenders can be entitled to take ownership of the pledged asset and, if then sold, the
proceeds can be used to repay the outstanding debt.
Generally, the interest rates for a secured loan are lower because of the lower risk of a
lender losing out.
Banks tend to only grant loans when borrowers secure them. And typically with personal assets,
such as your home.

Can I secure my loan?
Sure you can. For organisations with substantial fixed assets like property, equipment and
vehicles this could be a good option to reduce the cost of your loan.
If you’re considering it, we’d recommend not securing your loan with personal property.
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What does PledgeMe do?
PledgeMe provides the platform which allows you to go out to your crowd and the brains
to help your campaign off the ground.
We know crowdfunding. We’ve already helped hundreds of Kiwis fund the things they care
about to the tune of millions of dollars.
Specifically for PledgeMe.Lend, we operate the platform, and all the little tech things in the
background which make it tick. This ranges from the application process for your campaign,
to the easy gateway for people to pledge, and then the repayment system.
We also support you with CrowdfundingU to help you build your campaign and offer you the
expertise we have in crowdfunding.
We are regulated by the Financial Markets Authority and we have a duty in our licence to
understand your offer and understand your background. Businesses and organisations of all
sizes can benefit from capital and we play a role in helping you present your opportunity both
professionally and transparently to your potential investors.
There are some serious things that we will need to do, like background checks and wrapping
our heads around your business plan and financials to make sure you’re not being inadvertently
misleading. We cannot provide you with financial advice, but we can offer feedback on all the
other things that will make your campaign a success.

PledgeMe.Lend/Private
PledgeMe Private means companies and organisations can go out to their crowd, and their
crowd only, to secure investment. You can raise money through your personal and professional
networks and customers, having a bit more control over who sees your information while still
going through the PledgeMe process.
Regardless of running a normal public campaign or a private campaign, you’re going to need to
follow the same process to putting forward an offer on our platform. The only difference is that
instead of the offer being visible to anyone on pledgeme.co.nz, it will only go out to those you
choose to share it with.
One potential difference for a private campaign is that some of the costs around getting your
campaign ready may be reduced or eliminated (compared to public campaigns). Things like
pitch videos cost money and, depending on the private campaign, may not be necessary.
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How do I do it?
The Five P’s

There are five steps to think about before launching your PledgeMe.Lend campaign. These will
all be covered in CrowdfundingU, so start thinking about it all now.

THERE ARE FIVE STEPS TO THINK ABOUT BEFORE
LAUNCHING YOUR CROWDLENDING CAMPAIGN.
Prepare
Get your team informed and ready to start.
Plan
Put together your organisation description, financials
and business plan and decide your interest rate, the
length of your loan, and funding goals.
Pitch
Create an engaging campaign to get your crowd
excited about supporting you.
Promo
Promote your campaign and get the word out!

Post
Do what you said you’d do — repay your loan. Be
transparent, stay in communication with PledgeMe
and keep your crowd of lenders informed, and think
about the future.

We can help
support you
every step
of the way.
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Prepare

prepare yourself
Check that you’re ready to borrow.
Hold your horses. Before you dive into preparing a crowdfunding campaign, use our Campaign
Readiness Evaluation for Debt (CRED) tool to check if you are ready to borrow and have a good
chance of being able to repay your loan.
Not to worry if you’re not ready. Take a look at running a project or equity crowdfunding
campaign with us instead. We’re happy to chat with you about the different options.

Get Informed
Good work. You’re already preparing by reading this guide. To get informed we suggest that
you keep on reading this. You should also go out and learn about the law, financial terms, and
general investor literacy.
Want to know the law around crowdlending? The FMA has comprehensive explanation of peerto-peer lending on their website.
●● Confused by financial terms? See Unravelling Financial Jargon for information.
●● The Commission for Financial Literacy also has some comprehensive training material
on their site.
●● Need some investor literacy? Have a read of Sorted’s investing guide.
●● NZTE outlines some other sources of capital over on their website.
Having a handle on the law and jargon helps you cut through the confusion and nonsense
so you can make the most of your campaign. You’ll better understand your responsibilities
and build a better campaign.

Think it through
PledgeMe.Lend is similar to traditional project crowdfunding. When you create your campaign
and pitch you’ll need to use a mix of text, images, video, social media and page updates to get
the word out. To communicate why your crowd should invest in your organisation you need
to really know your organisation inside out, know your purpose and know what makes (or will
make) your campaign work.
You will need to explain what your organisation is all about, how the funding will be used to
grow your impact, and the return that you’re offering in the form of interest and rewards.
Take a bit of time to go over your business plan, financials and really get to the nub of why
you’re borrowing and why you want your crowd to be the lenders.
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Get Support
Getting your team on board will be crucial to a successful PledgeMe.Lend campaign. Make sure
your partners, staff and governance board know what’s going on and are able to explain the
process. They’re champions for your organisation and will help in running the campaign.
You’ll also need to get your business plan, financials, and pitch video looking good and up to a
high standard. Not every business has the skills in-house to do these things and it always pays
to have someone on the outside look in.
If you want or need specialist help, we have a few people ready and eager.
●● Film makers: the normal daily rate is around $1,000. E-mail us for contacts in your area.
●● Accountants: we know accountants in your home town, and also ones that will Skype you.
E-mail us for an introduction.
●● Business planning: There are business advisors available to give you feedback and support
making your business plan.
●● Crowdfunding consultants: There are experienced crowdfunders who help people meet their
crowdfunding goals.
We’ll help you figure out if you need external help during CrowdfundingU and set you up with
the appropriate people.
You might also want to talk to your local economic development agency and ask about their
capability vouchers (they can match fund you!), incubator, or read through the Investment Ready
Guide by NZTE.
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Your Cornerstone Crowd
Who is your crowd?
Figure out who your crowd is. It’s about identifying the people who support and believe in what
your organisation does. It might be your friends, family or people in your various communities.
You might have networks and organisations who have supported you in the past and are looking
to play a bigger role in the future of your organisation. You may even already have a dedicated
customer base chomping at the bit to see you succeed. Figure out who is in your crowd, then
how and where you can communicate with them. Whether in real life or through technology,
connect with personality and authenticity.
If you prefer metaphors and jam donuts have a look at our sweet explanatory blog post.

First 50
Make a list of the top 50 people you think are willing and able to invest in your organisation and
spread your message far, wide and deep.
Now go talk to them. Seriously. Pick up the phone or, even better, take them out for a coffee or a
frozen yoghurt or a sit-down meal at a fancy restaurant. Maybe not the last one.
At the very least, send them a personalised e-mail giving them a heads up about what you’re
thinking of doing, why, what the money is going to be used for, and how they’ll benefit. Get them
to agree to pledge when the campaign goes live and willingly preach your good word.
Use one of our templates to help you reach out.

Prep your crowd
Once you’ve figured out who your wider crowd is, start letting them know you’re planning on
running a PledgeMe.Lend crowdfunding campaign. Use your e-mail newsletter, website, and
social media to get a sense of whether people will invest in your organisation. Let them know it’s
happening so they can save up, check with their partners, and plan their finances.
Sussing out your crowd and your First 50 is an important step. It validates whether people are
willing to invest and their feedback can help you to identify what it is about your organisation
that really resonates with them (and is likely to strike a chord with other lenders). You can get
your crowd to pre-register their interest by setting up a Mailchimp list.
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What can PledgeMe do?
Preparation is key. Through our six week CrowdfundingU programme, we’ll help you wrap your
head around what borrowing from your crowd means, how it can work for you and how you can
effectively spread your message to your crowd and expand your following even further afield.
We’ll get you in the best position possible to run a successful crowdfunding campaign. For more
info on CrowdfundingU take a look at the next page and to sign up swing by here.

Crowdfunding U(niversity)
First time running a crowdlending campaign? Want to make it a success? Well pack your lunch
cos it’s back to the books.

Background
In 2015 PledgeMe helped 11 businesses equity crowdfund.
While every company and organisation is different, there are a lot of common areas where
they need guidance and support. With our experience, and feedback from our crowd of
project and equity campaigners, we’ve pulled together this six week programme to help
companies crowdlend.
Whether you’re a company wanting to raise a million dollars and make a media splash, or just
want to do a private friends & family round, CrowdfundingU can help ready your business and
more effectively communicate what you’re up to.
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The programme
The programme focuses on the two key elements to a successful campaign. Preparing your:
1. Pitch to raise money
2. Crowd to invest

Over six weeks you’ll complete:
Understanding Crowdlending
What is crowdfunding
•• What does it mean to borrow
•• What are the ingredients needed to run a successful campaign
Mapping your Crowd
•• Who is your cornerstone crowd
•• What channels you currently use to connect with them (and could use)
Readying your Company
•• What documentation you need
•• What your offer will look like
Activating your friends, family, followers, customers & fans (Your Crowd)
•• Tips for effective communication to people you know (and don’t)
•• Tools you should use
•• A Pitch Kitchen with some of your cornerstone crowd
Pulling together your pitch
•• How to create a campaign video
•• How to write a press release and pitch to media
•• Preparing your final campaign page
•• Finalising your information memorandum
Launching your campaign
•• How to organise investor events
•• Communications during your campaign: updates and responding to questions
•• The relationship after your successful campaign
The 90 minute sessions are designed to be part teaching/part doing, with weekly homework to
complete. By the end of the programme a company will feel ready to show New Zealand (or just
their family and friends) what they’re up to, and invite their crowd to invest.
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Cost
This six week programme costs $1,500 plus GST and if this is your first time crowdfunding, you’ll
be required to run through this course before running your crowdlending campaign.
There may be additional costs to launching and running your campaign after CrowdfundingU
which may include: legal, accounting, design and events.

NZTE Capability Vouchers
Our CrowdfundingU service is registered under the Regional Business Partner network,
meaning companies can apply to have up to half the cost of the course paid with a capability
voucher issued by their local economic development agency.
Here is the service.

How do you get vouchers?
If you already have a customer manager at your local Economic Development agency, give them
a call or e-mail to chat about getting capability vouchers to help with capital raising. Feel free
to mention our service to them during the discussion. You can receive up to $5,000 per year in
matched funding.
If you don’t have a customer manager yet, the first step is to register as a business. Your local
Regional Business Partner will be in touch to set up a meeting.
Once the Regional Business Partner has decided to support your company with capability
vouchers, send us an e-mail. We will create an event for you in the system, send you the details,
and get you to book the service.
Once booked, we’ll generate an invoice for you to pay, and set the first date for CrowdfundingU.

Are you ready to join the
class of 2016?
Drop us a line lend@pledgeme.co.nz to chat more about this programme or
crowdlending with us.
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Plan
Your plan is the cornerstone to a successful campaign. During CrowdinfundinU we’ll help get
all the details clearly refined and assist in formulating an effective message to get your crowd
onboard. You’ll probably have most of the information already, we’ll help you pull it together in a
cohesive way.

Getting your
campaign ready
Campaign Creator

PledgeMe

Time

Enrol and attend CrowdfundingU

Equip you to get your
campaign and crowd
in ship-shape

Six weeks

Working on campaign
• Business plan
• Financials
• Loan details
• Comms plan
• etc..

Support and feedback

Ongoing throughout
CrowdfundingU

Submit final request

Complete
background checks

2 working days

Add the finishing touches
• pitch video
• imagery
• rewards
Launch

5 working days

Publish, ensuring all
necessary info is there
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What you need
Background info
●● What does your organisation do and why?
●● Who are you and your team?
●● What are your growth funding needs and how will the money help you?
●● What plans do you have for the future?
●● What are the risks and how will you mitigate them?

Your Current
Financials and Forecast
These needs to be presented clearly so people can use them to make their investment decision.
CrowdfundingU will guide you through this process.
●● Profit and Loss statement
●● Current balance sheet
●● Your cash flow projections
Checking in with your accountant or financial advisor before submitting your campaign is
strongly advised.
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Your Business Plan
Having a clear business plan is a critical part of communicating your organisation’s values and
goals to your crowd.
It should include:
●● The problem you are solving
●● What you have achieved to date
●● Any research undertaken
●● Management structure
●● High level financial budgets
●● Goals for the future
We recommend keeping it simple!

Planning the
characteristics of your loan
Your minimum and
maximum funding goals
How much do you want to raise? Take into consideration how much you can comfortably pay
back, with interest.
The minimum goal should be the bare minimum you need to do what it is you need to do. The
maximum goal should sit below the highest level that you believe you can repay comfortably.
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Your interest rate
The amount of interest on the loan is up to you - we recommend the 8 - 15% range. The
international crowdfunding average is 10%. Once your campaign is live, you can’t change the
interest rate. During CrowdfundingU we’ll guide you through deciding which is the best rate for
your business in order to attract lenders.
Here’s a quick run through of typical interest rates for different types of investment to give you
an idea of what you could offer to investors:

Type of investment

General interest rate

Bank deposit

~4%

NZ Government bond

~2–4%

NZ public company bond

~3-6%

Shares in public company

~7% annual return

Bank loan (secured)

~5–8%

Bank loan (unsecured)

~10–15%

International crowdlending average

~10%

Ultimately the decision is up to you. So choose wisely young crowdfunder.
Once you set an interest rate and your campaign goes live, it is fixed. You cannot change it.
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Your loan length and
repayment frequency
One to five years is the usual time frame for a PledgeMe loan, with monthly repayments.
PledgeMe loans are fully amortising - so repayments are made up mainly of interest at the start.
The interest portion of your repayments decreases over time as the principal payment increases
by an equal amount.
Your loan amount, interest rate, loan length and repayment frequency are the factors that impact
your constant repayment amount.

Your Repayments
Once your campaign has closed successfully, we’ll transfer the funds to you. You then begin
paying back your monthly principal and interest repayments on your loan. It works a little
something like this:
●● we remind you a week in advance of the scheduled payment that we’ll be debiting from
your account
●● you arrange to have the required amount in your account on the payment date
●● we receive your payment, take off taxes and our fee, divvy it up between each of your
lenders and transfer the amount due to each lender to repay their contribution
●● it’s as simple as that!
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Communications Plan
A solid communications plan is crucial to a successful campaign. It should contain:
●● What you’re going to say
●● How you’re going to say it
●● When you’ll say it
●● Key lines and messages - why are you raising money, what for and why should people invest
It’s also a great idea to warm up your crowd prior to the campaign launch, rather than wait
until it goes live to spread the news. Running events around the campaign can also be highly
effective - consider organising a launch party, a mid-campaign pledge party or a meet-and-greet
with potential lenders.

Promotion
Think about who you want to communicate with - there are levels to your crowd and they are
all important.
●● First 50 - write a list of 50 people you will contact directly and personally about the campaign
●● Social Media, newsletter lists and website. If you don’t have any of these, set them up.
●● Mainstream Media - think about which daily papers, news sites and specialised news sources
you can share your story with.
●● Networking - keep an eye out for events you can go to, meet people and tell your story.
We have a great understanding of how crowdfunding can be communicated to your crowd. Let
us walk you through how best to do that during CrowdfundingU.
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Pitch
Your pitch is what potential lenders will read on the PledgeMe site, before diving deeper into
your financials and business plan. You’ll need:
●● Video (ideally, it’s the most effective way to speak to your crowd)
●● Images of you, your team, what you do and / or produce
●● Simple text covering off your key messages, who you are, what you do and why you are
looking to raise funds
●● Rewards - with PledgeMe Lend you have option to offer rewards as an extra incentive to
invest. Think about the balance of cost to you and benefit to lenders.
PledgeMe will help with all of this as you go through CrowdfundingU. We can also put
you in touch with professional writers, videographers, and campaigners who can help you
with your pitch.

Launch
This is when the groundwork that you’ve put in through your comms plan comes to fruition. and
you start ushering your primed crowd towards the campaign that they’ve been anticipating like
crazy. Make sure you consistently share and talk about your campaign, without being spammy.
You may start to feel like a broken record, but it means reaching everyone who should know
about what you’re trying to achieve.ing it back to your lenders.

Postscript
Now you are ready to run your very own PledgeMe.Lend crowdfunding campaign. Huzzah!
We’ve covered all the basics of what you need to do to run a campaign. We can provide more
specific advice about the PledgeMe platform if you need it.
Your next step is to make sure you’re ready to borrow and chat to us about using
CrowdfundingU to prepare yourself to run a successful campaign. The PledgeMe team is easy
to contact. You can fire through questions and emails to the team at lend@pledgeme.co.nz or
call us on 027 Pledge 1.
We’re super excited about helping you go out to your crowd. We think PledgeMe’s Lend and
Equity crowdfunding options are the future for people raising investment from people to make
things happen.
We look forward to working with you,
Anna and the PledgeMe Team
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